Other Desires...
A selection of activities,
created for you by your Nanny!
Teambuilding activities,
workshops, celebrating moments...

Challenges

The Challenge of the House
The 4 Elements Olympic Games

Indoor/Outdoor Games

The Challenge of the House
In each Chateauform’, you can find
an activity animated by the Host Couple
and/or some members of the Team.
This will be the chance for your participants
to get to know each other better,
strenghtening the team spirit
and discovering the House
with a game and some fun activities.
Participants will be divided in teams
and will follow a path with some challenges
to be overcome. Thanks to cohesion,
participants will understand that together
they can achieve incredible results.

Price:
€ 35 + vat 22% per participant
Duration:
1h or 2h, according to the number of participants

The advice of your «Nanny»
to know Cascina,
its gardens and its secrets

Indoor/Outdoor Games

From acting to observig,
to feeling to transforming
In this playful and adventurous laboratory,
you will challenge yourselves
with fun and tough games,
that will let you activate your body
and your emotions, living some experiential
formation experiences, aimed at demonstrating
the principles of efficient teamwork.

Price:
up to 20 participants: € 2,100 + vat 22%
from 21 participants:
specific quotations to be computed upon request
Duration:
Up to 2h
The advice of your «Nanny»
To face and overcome your limits
with awareness and cooperation

The 4 Elements Olympic Games

The activity is made of cooperative
and strategic games, developed
with four different challenges,
each bonoded to a symbolic element:
water, air, ground and fire.
It consists of original and fun activities,
that will end with significative learnings about
teamwork, and about how to activate
collaboration and coordination
within a work group.

Price:
Up to 20 participants: € 2,100 + vat 22%
From 21 participants:
specific quotations to be computed upon request
Duration
Up to 2h
The advice of your «Nanny»
To develop leadership, communication,
listening, motivation and team spirit,
while having fun

Visits
Classical Visits of the City
Napoleon is Back!

Cultural Treasure Hunt
Cascina as a Castle

Classical Visits of the City

Milan, Pavia, Vigevano...
A professional touristic guide will accompany
you to discover the city.

Price:
€ 250 + vat 22% per guide
(one guide each 20 participants)
Transportation costs are excluded
Duration:
Up to 3h
The advice of your «Nanny»
Enrich your path with enters to museums,
temporary expositions, visit of Duomo di
Milano and its terraces…

Napoleon is Back!
June 18°,1815: Napoleon is defeated,
for one last time, at Waterloo.
Today, the great captain comes back
to his Milan, to let it shine again,
and re-start what he began to do
more than two hundreds years ago.
A unique occasion to discover streets, places
and monuments with this great characterWe will see Milan, the city that he loved
and wanted so much, and that he also
improved during his stay in the North of Italy.

Price:
€ 700 + vat 22% up to 35 participants
Transportation costs are excluded
Duration:
2h
The advice of your «Nanny»
The perfect tour for who does not have a lot
of time but wants to have a walk while
discovering the centre of the city.

Cultural Treasure Hunt

Leonardo da Vinci lost a very precious wine
bottle from his winery. Are you able to find it?
A game whereby you will have to solve
enigmas, find secret stories and details
in the city centre. You will use
all your logic and creative abilities,
while falling in love with Milan or Pavia.
It is possible to dramatize the activites,
if requested.

Price:
€ 60 + vat 22% per participant
Minimum 10, maximum 120 participants
Transportation costs are excluded
Duration:
Up to 2h

The advice of your «Nanny»
To discover the city while having fun!

The Cascina as a Castle

Today, Cascina is a place of seminars and work,
and it has been so since 1700:
mill, hayloft, granary and timeless work tools
are never ending memories
of who lived there in the past.
Today the past comes back to life,
to accompany and tell the stories of Cascina,
discovering lifes, jobs and legends
of the Land of the Rice.
Cascina, sweet Cascina. Welcome!

Price:
€ 600 + vat 22% for 35 minutes
€ 900 + vat 22% for 70 minutes
Duration:
2h
The advice of your «Nanny»
To better know your house
and learn its history

Creative Activities
Photographic Treasure Hunt

Drums

Your Company History in a Song

Necessity is the Mother of Invention

Company Storytelling

Drums

Let’s play music together!
A unique experience whereby participants
are invited to create music from their free
and creative spontaneity and musicality,
orchestred by the drum facilitator.
At the beginning of the Seminar, the Drums
can help opening the participants’ relational
and emotive channels, while at the end
of the works the objective will be to celebrate
what has been discussed during the meeting.

Price:
Up to 20 participants: € 2,100 + vat 22%
from 21 to 50 participants: € 2,200 + vat 22%
from 51 participants:
specific quotations to be computed upon request
Duration:
from 1h to 2h

The advice of your «Nanny»
To consolidate the sense of being part
and identify with the group

Your Company History in a Song

Participants will be guided through
the creation of the text of a song that reflects
the company values and objectives,
the key words of the meeting or the formation
of key competences.
There will be the chance to adapt the text
of already existing songs, or to create a new,
beautiful and powerful song, to be sung
or played (or even danced!) together,
by alternating individual
and group voices and choirs.

Price:
Up to 20 participants: € 2,100 + vat 22%
from 21 to 50 participants: € 2,200 + vat 22%
from 51 participants:
specific quotations to be computed upon request
Duration:
from 1h to 2h

The advice of your «Nanny»
To consolidate the belonging sense
and the group identity with fantasy

Photographic Treasure Hunt
An engaging and creative team building
activity that will let your discover the house
and the territory.
Every concept can be employed to realize
a photographic treasure hunt.
Let’s find together and make beautiful pictures
that portray the key concepts of your meeting
or of your company.
The team can be divided into competitive
groups, and realizing a presentation of images
that will be commented together
to create a memory.

Price:
up tp 20 participants: € 2,100 + vat 22%
from 21 participants:
specific quotations to be computed upon request
Duration:
From 1h to 2h

The advice of your «Nanny»
A creative and engaging team building
activity, that highlights the beauty
of the House

Necessity is the Mother of Invention
“À la guerre comme à la guerre”.
There are situations when we can not
be prepared, but whereby we have to act
in the best way.
Improvising is not something that everyone
can do, but it’s what everytone does every day,
minute by minute, as nobody follows
a pre-established script.
And what if this script was not there,
this time? What if there is someone able to
train us with the improvisation
and the management of the unforeseen?

Price:
€ 800 + vat 22% from 1h to 2h,
€ 1,000 + vat 22% from 2h to 4h,
€ 1,200 + iva 22% from 4h to 8h
Groups from 10 to 15 participants
Duration:
from 2h to 8h
The advice of your «Nanny»
To discover the faith in yourselves
and in the group

Company Storytelling
During this experience, the group will be
guided through the creation of a beautiful
company history, full of significance:
the history of the group!
The format could be divided into
two different versions: cinematographic,
or narrative and visual.
In both the cases the trainers, who are experts
of theatre, poetry and creative writing, will
gruide participants towards the identification
and the writing of a thematic cores chosen
with the group at the moment of the activity,
or beforehand with the client.

Price:
up to 20 participants: € 2,100 + vat 22%
from 21 participants:
specific quotations to be computed upon request
Duration:
2h

The advice of your «Nanny»
An experience that will enhance
the sense of company belonging,
enrich the philosophy and company values
with creativity and levity

Wellness

Atelier Yoga

Postural Education

Atelier Yoga
Postural Education
Yoga is avery ancient oriental discipline
that will give you psychophysic equilibrium
benefits, applying techniques based on p
recise body positions and on the control
of your breath.
With a work to be done together that is
simple, pleasant, gradual and respectful of
everyone’s capabilities, the yoga session will let
you learn and go in depth with the basis
techniques with particular attention
to tensions, articulation dissolution,
and strenghten of vital energy to reach more
and more wellness.

Price:
€ 400 + vat 22%
Duration:
1h

The advice of your «Nanny»
At the end of a working day,
or between one meeting and the other.

Food & Flavors
Wine Casino
Wine Making Academy

Wine Tasting

Olive Oil Tasting

Wine Casino

The ideal formula to open a special evening
and propose an aperitivo.

Price:
Up to 50 participants: 4,000€ + vat 22%

All the ingredients to try
an unusual experience are there:
the pleasure of the tasting,
the passion for the game,
and the emotion of taking part to an auction.

Duration:
Up to 2h

The advice of your «Nanny»
For a funny aperitivo,
in the name of game and wine

Wine Making Academy

We propose you an innovative and original
concept of team building, that will let you be
real winemakers.
You will work together on the realization
of your wine.
It’s the real simulation of a case of a winery
company: you will produce a wine, you will
create its name, the label, and the markting
strategy for its launch.

Price:
Up to 50 participants: 4,000€ + vat 22%
Duration:
Up to 2h

The advice of your «Nanny»
A creative and interesting activity,
to create your own label

Tasting

Wine Tasting
The focus will be on the match
between food and wines.
After a technical introduction to wine, its
world and its origins, you will be free to taste
using all your senses.
Olive Oil Tasting
A team of experts will guide you through an
intersting path of tasting. With them, you will
discover all the oil’s secrets: flavours, history,
but also more technical aspects as the
production modalities.

Price:
€ 35 + vat 22% per participant
Minimum group for the olive oil tasting:
15 participants
Duration:
Up to 2h
The advice of your «Nanny»
These are the perfect activities
for the aperitivo, to relax after a day
of meeting and to prepare for the dinner,
guided by our experts.

Cooking Atelier
Atelier Raviolo

Atelier Aperitivo

Atelier Pizza

Show Cooking Risotto

Cocktail

For the Foodies
Abandon your computer, the telephone, the
tablet and enter a different atmosphere...
Between a glass of wine and a taste,
you will follow the suggestions and the
movements of the professionist Chef.
You will understand his secrets,
and you will challenge yourselves
with the preparation of a fillo dough,
of a sauce, of a pizza!
You will work together, organizing the timing,
the quantities, the shapes and… the flavours!

Atelier Raviolo
Have fun while preparing very good ravioli
guided by a professionist Chef
Price: € 45 + vat 22% per participant

Atelier Pizza
Have fun in putting your hands in the pasta
as real pizzaioli
Price: € 35 + vat 22% per participant

Show Cooking Risotto
Learn all the secrets for the perfect risotto
Price: € 45 + vat 22% per participant

Minimum group: 14 participants
Duration: 1h30

Atelier Aperitivo

Atelier Cocktail…
Test yourself with the preparation of famous
cocktails or the creation of new flavours.
Price: € 35+ vat 22% per participant

Minimum group for each atelier
14 participants
Duration:
1h30

…with Atelier Pizza:
Price: € 70 + vat 22% per participant

…with Atelier Finger Food:
Price: € 70 + vat 22% per participant

The advice of your «Nanny»
To taste a piece of Italy and pur yourself
in the shoes of a Chef

Fun
& Themed Evenings

DJ Evening

Live Music

Caricatures

Live Music & DJ

Live Music

DJ

Let you be enchanted by the voice and the
musical accompaiment of a guitar or a piano;
choose your preferred musical repertoire
and the atmosphere will be created.

Our DJ will play the hit of the moment,
making you dance on the notes
of his repertoire or the hits
that you will require.

Price:
From € 1,300 + vat 22% + SIAE tax

Price:
from € 750 + vat 22% + SIAE tax

Duration: After dinner (2 h)

Duration:
After dinner (2 h)

Caricatures

Price:
€ 600 + vat 22%

With his artistic talent, the caricaturist will
make your evening happier and will bring
a new expression ono everyone’s face…
His activity takes place all evening long.

Duration:
During the aperitivo and during the dinner (1h)

The advice of your «Nanny»
To give your participants a funny souvenir
that will let them reming about the nice
moment of the seminar

